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1. What is Industrial Economics? Explain in details.

2. Suppose that the total cost of producing pizzas for the typical �rm in a local town is given by:

C(q) = 2q + 2q2. In turn, marginal cost is given by: MC = 2 + 4q.

(a) Show that the competitive supply behavior of the typical pizza �rm is described by: q = P
4
− 1

2
.

(b) If there are 100 �rms in the industry, each acting as a perfect competitor, show that the market

supply curve is, in inverse form, given by: P = 2 + Q
25
.

3. Let the market demand for widgets be described by Q = 1000−50P . Suppose further that widgets

can be produced at a constant average and marginal cost of $10 per unit.

(a) Calculate the market output and price under perfect competition and under monopoly.

(b) De�ne the point elasticity of demand εD at a particular price and quantity combination as the

ratio of price to quantity times the slope of the demand curve, ∆Q
∆P

, all multiplied by −1. That

is, ηD = −P
Q

∆Q
∆P

. What is the elasticity of demand in the competitive equilibrium? What is the

elasticity of demand in the monopoly equilibrium?
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(c) Denote marginal cost as MC. Show that in the monopoly equilibrium, the following condition

is satis�ed: P−MC
P

= − 1
ηD
.

4. A single �rm monopolizes the entire market for single-lever, ball-type faucets which it can produce

at a constant average and marginal cost of AC = MC = 10. Originally, the �rm faces a market

demand curve given by Q = 60− P .

(a) Calculate the pro�t-maximizing price and quantity for the �rm. What is the �rm's pro�t?

(b) Suppose that the market demand curve shifts outward and becomes steeper. Market demand

is now described as Q = 45 − 0.5P . What is the �rm's pro�t-maximizing price and quantity

combination now? What is the �rm's pro�t?

(c) Instead of the demand function assumed in part b, assume that market demand shifts outward

and becomes �atter. It is described by Q = 100−2P . Now what is the �rm's pro�t-maximizing

price and quantity combination? What is the �rm's pro�t?

(d) Graph the three di�erent situations in parts a, b, and c. Based on what you observe, explain

why there is no supply curve for a �rm with monopoly power.

5. Explain the Coase Conjecture in details.

6. The following table gives US market share data in percentages for three paper product markets in

1994.

(a) Calculate the four-�rm concentration ratio for each industry.

(b) Calculate each industry's HI Index.

(c) Which industry do you think exhibits the most concentration?
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7. Consider a market comprised of three �rms. Firm 1 produces and sells 23 units per period. Firm

produces and sells 19 units per period, while �rm 3's periodic production and sales are 15 units. The

(inverse) market demand is estimated to be: P = 100−Q, where Q = total output = q1+ q2+ q3.

Determine the market price and the elasticity of market demand as well as the market share of

each �rm. Now use LI =
P−

∑N
i=1 siMCi

P
to determine each �rm's marginal cost. What relation do

you �nd between marginal cost and market share?

8. Monopoly Air is on record with the local transportation authority arguing that there is no market

need and no market room for an additional air service because even now, Monopoly Air planes

are �ying with only 60 percent of the seats typically booked. Hence, it argues that the market is

not large enough to sustain two e�cient-sized air carriers. Evaluate this argument. Why might

Monopoly Air �ights be so under-booked? Does this prove that there is no �market room� for a

new competitor?

9. Some estimates for the cement industry suggest the following relationship between capacity and

average cost:

(a) At what production level are scale economies exhausted?

(b) Calculate the scale economy index for the production levels 500, 750, 1, 000, 1, 500, and 1, 750.

10. A recent article (J. Peder Zane, �It Ain't for the Meat; It's for Lotion,� New York Times, Sunday

May 5, 1996: E5) presented the following data for a cow brought to market:
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Comment on the scope economies illustrated by this example. What is the source of such economies?

What does the existence of such economies imply about the supply of such products as leather skins,

beef, and gelatin powder?At what production level are scale economies exhausted?
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